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Landmobile Radiowave Multipaths’ DOADistribution: Assessing Geometric Models by the Open Literature’s Empirical Datasets Kainam Thomas Wong, Senior Member, IEEE, Yue Ivan Wu, and Minaz Abdulla



Abstract—“Geometric modeling” idealizes the spatial geometric relationships among the transmitter, the scatterers, and the receiver in a wireless propagation channel—to produce closed-form formulas of various channel-fading metrics (e.g., the distribution of the azimuth angle-of-arrival of the arriving multipaths). Scattered in the open literature are numerous such “geometric models,” each advancing its own closed-form formula of a fading metric, each based on a different idealization of the spatial geometry of the scatterers. Lacking in the open literature is a comprehensive and critical comparison among all such single-cluster geometric-model-based formulas of the arriving multipaths’ azimuth direction-of-arrival distribution. This paper fills this literature gap. The comparison here uses all empirical data legibly available in the open literature for landmobile wireless radiowave propagation. No one geometric model is best by all criteria and for all environments. However, a safe choice is the model with a Gaussian density of scatterers centered at the transmitter. Despite this model’s simplicity of having only one degree of freedom, it is always either the best fitting model or offers an LSE within one third of an order-of-magnitude as the best fitting model for all empirical dataset of all environments. Index Terms—Communication channels, direction-of-arrival (DOA), dispersive channels, fading channels, geometric modeling, multipath channels, scatter channels.



fading,” “local fading,” or “microscopic fading”—because the multipaths’ vector-summation would vary greatly in magnitude even if the receiver is displaced by a small distance at fractions of a wavelength. “Small-scale fading” is also called “fast fading,” because a moving receiver would experience the small-scale fading’s spatial variability as a fast temporal variability. “Small-scale fading” contrasts against “large-scale fading” (a.k.a. “slow fading”), which is caused by propagation-distance-related path-loss. “Small-scale fading” also contrasts against “shadowing,” which is caused by sizeable obstacles blocking the receiver from the transmitter. It is important to model the wireless channel’s DOA distribution at the receiver, for the development and analysis of smart-antennas spatial-diversity schemes, such as space-division frequency re-use, beamforming, emitter localization, etc. This DOA distribution may be obtained by “normalizing” the arriving multipaths’ power distribution over all directions-of-arrival, by magnitude-scaling the multipaths’ arrival-power distribution so that the power distribution sums to one over the entire range of the direction-of-arrival. B. “Geometric Models” Versus Other Modeling Approaches of Microscopic Channel Fading



I. INTRODUCTION A. Distribution of the Azimuth Direction-of-Arrival of the Arriving Multipaths N wireless communications, a transmitted signal reaches a receiver via multiple propagation paths, undergoing various sequences of reflection, diffraction, and scattering. Each such “multipath” carries its own propagation history, resulting in its particular amplitude, propagation delay, direction-of-arrival, polarization, and Doppler shift. At the receiving antenna, these multipaths are phasor-summed, constructively or destructively, to produce that antenna’s measured data. Hence, the receiver “sees” the transmitter in space not as a geometrically point-like source, but as spatio-temporally spread over a range of time-of-arrival (TOA) and direction-of-arrival (DOA). The above propagation phenomenon is labeled “small-scale
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There exist various strategies to mathematically model the propagation channel. The most direct and the most site-specific approach is empirical measurement at the particular site/terrain/building of interest. Another approach, more labor saving but still site-specific, is to approximate the particular site under investigation as an electromagnetic-physics-based ray-tracing computer-model. These site-specific/terrain-specific/building-specific approaches are faithful to the particular site’s idiosyncratic electromagnetic and spatio-temporal complexities. Each such simulation produces a quantitatively accurate model, but each simulation applies to only that one particular propagation setting under investigation (e.g., a particular city’s particular cross-sectional street corner under a particular weather). With many simulations over many scenarios, the ray-tracing approach can be generalized to a wider class of environments (e.g., the class of “bad urban” settings of high-rises in all downtowns). In contrast, a “geometric model” can encapsulate the essence of a wide class of diverse propagation settings. “Geometric modeling” idealizes the wireless electromagnetic propagation environment via a geometric abstraction of the spatial relationships among the transmitter, the scatterers, and the base-station. (For example, scatterers could be idealized as distributed evenly on only a small disc centered around the mobile [9], [11], [12], [20], [38].) Geometric models attempt to
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TABLE I PROPAGATION & MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT FOR EMPIRICAL DATASETS WITH A Uni-MODAL HISTOGRAM



TABLE II PROPAGATION & MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT FOR EMPIRICAL DATASETS WITH A Non-UNI-MODAL HISTOGRAM



embed measurable fading metrics (e.g., the DOA distribution) integrally into the propagation channel’s idealized geometry, such that only a very few geometric parameters (e.g., the single model-parameter of the ratio between the aforementioned disc’s radius and the transmitter-receiver distance ) would affect these various fading metrics in an inter-connected manner to conceptually reveal the channel’s underlying geometric dynamics. This modeling’s generic abstract geometry involves no site-specific or terrain-specific or building-specific information, such as those used in empirical measurements or in any one ray-shooting/ray-tracing computer-simulation. Much literature on “geometric models” involves little or no mathematically rigorous derivation of the received signal’s measurable fading statistics, due to the inherent mathematical difficulties of such a rigorous derivation. Instead, a limited series of Monte Carlo simulations would approximate the numerical values of the channel-fading metrics. Such simulations can be performed only at relatively limited number of pre-set numerical values, which are geometrically independent of the model parameters. Hence, this would produce no closed-form mathematical relationship among the fading metrics, in terms of the geometric-model’s independent parameters. Such simulations thereby limit the insight obtainable from such a geometric model. This survey will focus only on those “geometric models” for which rigorous analytical derivation have closed-form expressions of the uplink azimuth direction-of-arrival distribution, explicitly in terms of the geometric parameters.



C. The Purpose of This Work Geometric models of propagation-channels have been used in [30], [46], [48], [57], [58] (among others) to analytically predict the performance of communications systems (and not merely by computer-simulations). However, numerous “geometric models” have emerged in the past decade, each based on a different spatial distribution of the scatterers. Each would thus offer a competing closed-form distribution-formula for the azimuth-DOA of the multipaths arriving at the receiver. Many authors proposed their geometric models without verification by empirical data, though a few were validated by a few empirical datasets pre-selected by the authors themselves. It remains unclear which “geometric model” is how best under what field scenarios and why. This literature gap is perhaps due to the labor-intensive nature of such an investigation. This present work aims to be an impartial third party, to thoroughly compare and contrast the accuracy of these competing geometric models’ derived azimuth direction-of-arrival distribution in landmobile radiowave communications against the open literature’s empirically measured data. More specifically, for every such empirical dataset available in the open literature (and listed in Tables I and II), it is used herein to calibrate every known “geometric model” (listed in Table III) for which a closed-form explicit formula has been analytically derived for the azimuth direction-of-arrival. Such two-dimensional modeling admittedly ignores the elevation, but often justifiably so, especially in a macro-cell situation where the transmitter-receiver separation
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TABLE III TWO-DIMENSIONAL “GEOMETRICAL MODELS” FOR OUTDOOR RADIOWAVE CELLULAR COMMUNICATION’S UPLINK AZIMUTH DIRECTION-OF-ARRIVAL DISTRIBUTION



D



( denotes the spatial separation between the base-station receiver and the mobile transmitter. The azimuth angle linking the mobile to the base-station.)



would greatly exceeds the heights of the transmitter or the receiver. Conclusions are then drawn as to which, how, and why specific geometric models best fit what field situations. Admittedly, partial listings of these “geometric models” can be found in [10], [17], [49]; however, those partial listings offer no



 is defined with respect to the axis



comparative assessment of various “geometric models” against empirical data. This present work will complete this missing link. The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section II will survey various competing “geometric models”. Section III will characterize the empirical data-sets to be used to calibrate
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Fig. 1. Azimuth DOA distributions for various “Rx outside” geometric models.



the geometric models. Section IV will define the least-squares errors (LSE) metric to measure how well any geometric model fits any empirical data-set, as well as fine points in the calibration algorithm. That section will also present calibration leastsquares errors. Section V-A will discuss, for unimodal datasets, which “geometric models” best fits what types of field-scenarios and why, whereas Section V-B will do the same for bimodal or multimodal datasets. Section VI will conclude this work. II. THE CANDIDATE “GEOMETRIC MODELS” FOR THE ARRIVING MULTIPATHS’ AZIMUTH-DOA DISTRIBUTION Numerous two-dimensional “geometric models” [2], [9], [11], [12], [14], [20], [38], [41], [47], [55] have been proposed for the radiowave outdoor landmobile cellular communication uplink’s azimuth direction-of-arrival distribution. “Geometric models” typically model a multipath as the bouncing of the transmitted signal off one scatterer. A multipath’s azimuth direction-of-arrival is thus determined by the spatial location of the scatterer off which the multipath is reflected before reaching the receiver. Hence, one pivotal character of any geometric model is how the model characterizes the scatterers’ spatial distribution in relation to the transmitter and the receiver. Various geometric models differently idealize the scatterers’ spatial distribution in relation to the transmitter and the receiver. Table III comparatively summarizes these two-dimensional geometric models’ contrasting scatterer spatial distributions and corresponding azimuth direction-of-arrival distributions. Figs. 1 and 2 graphically contrast these direction-of-arrival distributions at comparable model parameter values. All above-mentioned geometric models make these common assumptions: a) all transmitting and receiving antennas are omnidirectional; b) polarizational effects may be ignored;
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Fig. 2. Azimuth DOA distributions for various “Rx inside” geometric models.



c) each propagation path, from the mobile to the base-station, reflects off exactly one scatterer; d) each scatterer acts (independently of other scatterers) as an omnidirectional lossless re-transmitter; e) negligible complex-phase effects in the receivingantenna’s vector-summation of its arriving multipaths. That is, all arriving multipaths arriving at each receivingantenna are assumed to be temporally in-phase among themselves. All above models (except [14]) also ignore “propagation loss,” i.e., the power loss experienced as a signal travels outwards from the transmitter, due to the signal wavefront’s expanding area. These models’ different scatterer-distributions may be classified according to several perspectives: A) whether the scatterers surround only the transmitter, or surround also the receiver; B) the shape of spatial density of the scatterers around the transmitter; C) unimodal versus bimodal versus multimodal spatial densities for the scatterers; The following subsections will analyze these categories one by one. A. Geometric-Model Classification by Whether the Receiver Lies Within/Outside the Scatterers’ Spatial Region For an elevated base-station receiver (Rx) in a macro-cell, most significant scatterers concentrate locally around the street-level transmitter (Tx) but away from the elevated receiver. Hence, a “geometric model” could idealize its scatterers’ spatial support region as enclosing(and centering around) the mobile transmitter, but as excluding the base-station receiver itself. This is a “local scattering model” and is exemplified by the following models: 1) a uniform density within a circular-disc support region of radius , which is less than the transmitter-receiver separation [9], [11], [12], [20], [38];
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Fig. 3. (a) The support region of the “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model. (b) The support region of the “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” model.



2) a uniform density within a hollow circular-disc support re[47]. Please refer to Fig. 3(a); gion of outer radius 3) an inverted-parabolic density within a circular-disc support [55]; region of radius 4) a conical density within a circular-disc support region of radius [9]; 5) a uniform density within an elliptical-disc support region centered at the transmitter but excluding the receiver [11]. On the other hand, for a micro-cell with a relatively low basestation height, significant scatterers may locate near the basestation. This is modeled with the scattering region enclosing both the base-station receiver and the mobile transmitter. The multipaths’ DOAs could impinge from any direction 360 . The following models fall under this class: (6) a uniform density within a circular-disc support region of radius [9], [12], [50]; (7) a uniform density within a support region of a pieshaped cut of a circular-disc of radius [50] (for a directional transmitter with a azimuth beam-width). Please refer to Fig. 3(b); (8) a conical density within a circular-disc support region of radius [9]; (9) a uniform density within an elliptical-disc support region focused at the transmitter and the receiver [20]. (10) a Gaussian density centered at the transmitter [41], [45], [52],1; (11) a Rayleigh density centered at the transmitter [14].2 B. Geometric-Model Classification by the Spatial Concentration of the Scatterers Around the Transmitter The six “geometric models” in rows #1–4 and 8–9 of Table III have uniform densities; however, the remaining five models



p



p



1The Gaussian spatial distribution is also investigated in [19], but its deerfc( D cos = 2 ). This rived formula is (A=2 2 )e formula disagrees with that derived in [41] for the same model and appears incorrect to the present authors. Hence, [19] will be ignored thereafter. Any subsequent reference to a Gaussian scatterer model would mean [41]. 2The Rayleigh scatterer distribution of [14] assumes that (R=D ) 1, at which the DOA distribution would approach that of the Gaussian scatterer model in [41]. For (R=D ) 1, the DOA distribution f ( ) could become negative, unless (and unstated in [14] that) the azimuth angle,  , is restricted to ( (=2); =2). This restriction turns out to be moot in this present work, as all empirical data-sets here satisfy the restriction.
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have unimodal densities peaking at the transmitter. Among the non-uniform densities, the “conical circular” model [9] has the most concentrated scatterers around the transmitter followed by the “inverted-parabolic circular (Rx outside)” model [55], then the “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside)” model [14], and lastly the “Gaussian” model [41] (which has an infinite spatial support region for the scatterers). The greater concentration of scatterers can be intuitively justified as follows: Recall that all aforementioned “geometric models” idealize every scatterer as an omnidirectional lossless transmitter, thereby overlooking any power loss due to scattering. A unimodal concentration is an indirect way to account for this neglected scattering loss. The bounce off a distant scatterer in the model may correspond to only the last bounce in an actual sequence of consecutive physical reflections farther and farther away from mobile. Each such reflection incurs power loss. Hence, the farther from the transmitter is a scatterer, the weaker its reflected path would be in actuality. Rather than accounting for such scattering-loss explicitly in the mathematical derivation, it is mathematically simpler to assume a denser distribution of “last-bounce” scatterers closer to the transmitter. Far-off scatterers (like mountains, high-rises) could increase the angular spread and may be accounted for in the “geometric model” by a larger scattering area. A larger “normalized” radius leads to less concentration of scatterers around the receiver. For , the various “circular-disc (Rx outside)” models [9], [11], [12], [20], [38], [55] or “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model [47] can have multipaths arriving from only . The circular-disc models’ azimuth-DOA distribution’s unimodal peak would have a width equal to radians in the azimuth direction-of-arrival. As decreases, becomes narrower and “taller,” such that as . Similar trends hold for the “Gaussian” model’s [41], the “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside)” model’s [14], and the “uniform elliptical (Rx outside)” model’s [11]. C. Geometric-Model Classification by the Modality of the Scatterers’ Spatial Density: Unimodal, Bimodal, or Multi-modal All aforementioned “geometric models” produce unimodal probability densities for the azimuth direction-of-arrival, except for the “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” model (row # 3 in Table III) and the“uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model (row # 4 in Table III). The “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model [47] has a bimodal DOA-density. It generalizes the “uniform circular (Rx outside)” model of [9], [11], [12], [20], [38]. Fig. 3(a) shows the “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model’s allowable locations for the scatterers. When the “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model has , it becomes the “uniform circular (Rx outside)” model. As increases for the “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model, the azimuth direction-of-arrival distribution’s two peaks become narrower and “taller,” as well as getting further apart from each other. The “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” model has a trimodal DOA-density.
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TABLE IV LEAST-SQUARE ERRORS (LSE) WHEN EACH “GEOMETRICAL MODEL” OF TABLE III IS CALIBRATED BY EACH EMPIRICAL DATA-SET OF TABLES I AND II



III. EMPIRICAL DATA FROM THE OPEN LITERATURE Spread through the open literature are empirical data for the uplink azimuth direction-of-arrival’s distribution in radiowave wireless landmobile communications. The present authors have done an exhaustive search for such empirical data, which are listed in Tables I and II. Surprisingly, only about a dozen readable data-sets can be located. To assure consistence in extracting numerical data from data graphs, the present authors use the software GetData instead of human visual reading. See http:// www.getdata.com/ Excluded from Table I and Table II are many illegible graphical data from the open literature, often presented in poor-quality three-dimensional plots or contour maps, from which no numerical data can be reliably extracted. Examples of such numerically illegible empirical datasets include: Laurila [37, Figs. 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19]; DeJong [22, Figs. 8 and 9]; DeJong [23, Figs. 5, 9 and 10 ]; of DeJong [24, Fig. 4]; Kuchar [27, Figs. 5, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16, and 21]; Martin [16, Fig. 9 ]; Steinbauer [33, Figs. 15–18]; Thoma [29, Figs. 7 and 8]; Zhao [39, Fig. 11]; Zhu [32, Figs. 6–9]; Zhu [35, Fig. 6]; Toeltsch [36, Fig. 1]; Blanz [4, Fig. 4]; Kalliola [8, Figs. 4 and 6]; and Larsson [26, Fig. 1]. Tables I and II describe each numerically legible empirical data-set’s physical environment and setting, the channel-sounding signal’s frequency, heights of the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna—where such information is given in the corresponding reference. However, not all references give all of the above information. Tables I and II’s data-sets will provide the basis on which to compare what geometric model(s) can best describe what types of empirical propagation environment. The open literature appears to offer no such systematic and comparative validation of



various competing geometric models. This literature gap is filled by this work. Tables I and II’s data-sets may be classified by the measurement’s field environment and by the measured data’s histogram shape. A. Empirical Data-Set Classification by “Rural” Versus “Suburban”Versus “Urban” The measurement’s field environments may be roughly divided into the categories of “rural,” “suburban,” or “urban” as follows. • (R) The “rural” environment consists of flat or hilly terrains with large open spaces. It is mainly nature, possibly with forests or very few buildings. • (S) The “suburban” environment consists of small buildings of 3 to 5 stories, with much less open space than does the rural environment. An example is a suburban residential neighborhood in North America. • (U) The “urban” environment consists of highrises with narrow streets and no open space. An example is a downtown metropolis. These categories are admittedly fuzzy but nonetheless often used in the literature. The “suburban” versus “urban” classification partly depends on the researcher’s location. Many European “urban” environments may well be considered as “suburban” in Northeast Asia. Moreover, as subsequent sections will show, a equally critical consideration is the height of the transmitting antenna or receiving antenna relative to the surrounding buildings’ height. Nonetheless, Tables I and II’s rural/suburban/urban classification mostly honors each paper’s
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Fig. 5. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Pedersen [13, Fig. 1]. Fig. 4. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Matthews [1, Fig. 7].



own self-characterization.3 The following datasets have no self-classification: Matthews [1, Figs. 7 and 8] and Kloch [34, Fig. 6]. B. Empirical Data-Set Classification by Histogram’s Modality Another classification criterion is by the measured data’s histogram shape. Table I lists all unimodal datasets, whereas Table II lists all bimodal and higher-modal datasets. This division will aid comparison with the “geometric models,” most of which are unimodal but one is bimodal and another is trimodal. Among Table II’s five non-unimodal empirical data sets: four are “urban,” only one is “suburban,” and none is “rural.” This is intuitively reasonable, because multiple clusters of scatterers are more likely in densely built-up environments. IV. THE GOODNESS-OF-FIT METRIC AND THE CALIBRATION RESULTS For each empirical dataset available in Table I and Table II, this paper will use that dataset to calibrate each “geometric model” in Table III. Conclusions will then be drawn in the next section as to what, how, when and why specific geometric models best fit what field situations. 3The dataset from [34] is reclassified from “suburban” to “urban,” because its receiving antenna was on the street level and was surrounded by two story buildings. The dataset from [25, Fig. 3] is reclassified here as “urban,” despite its self-classification as “suburban.” This reclassification is because both the transmitter and the receiver were placed atop buildings, thereby allowing LOS propagation.



Fig. 6. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Kuchar [25, Fig. 3].
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Fig. 7. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Takada [40, Fig. 4].
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Fig. 8. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Fleury [18, Fig. 16].



The goodness-of-fit of any calibrated geometric model to the calibrating empirical data-set is the least-squares error (LSE) between the two. The first calibration-step is to normalized each empirical dataset to give unity area under the data-set, to match the unity area under each geometric-model’s DOA density-distribution. The least-squares error (LSE) is defined as (1) where denotes the normalized represents the geometric model’s azempirical dataset, refers to the imuth direction-of-arrival density distribution, dataset’s number of data points, and is a nuisance-parameter to align the data-set’s transmitter-receiver line-of-sight DOA. Many empirical datasets do not state this transmitter-receiver line-of-sight DOA. The calibration here will search to identify the LSE. Note also that through all values of may be unevenly spaced along the coordinate. When a reference paper graphically presents its will be evenly empirical data as curves, spaced because a uniform grid is used with the GetData softmay be non-uniformly ware. However, spaced when the reference presents its data as discrete icons. does not conMoreover, tribute to the LSE. For most empirical data sets, is not near or . Hence, it is unlikely that were zero for or for . Rather, the empirical dataset has zero for



Fig. 9. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Mogensen [6, Fig. 3].
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Fig. 10. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Pedersen [28, Fig. 4] Aarhus.



Fig. 11. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Pedersen [28, Fig. 4 ] Stockholm.



been truncated on both ends of the histogram. Consequently, . the LSE should be computed only for Table IV lists the LSE for each of Table III’s geometric model, calibrated by each empirical data-set of Tables I and II. The geometric models, that “well fit” each empirical dataset of Tables I and II, are listed in the second-to-last column thereof. This includes any geometric model with a calibration-LSE within 110% of the best-fitting geometrical model’s. Figs. 4 to 14 each plot one empirical data-set of Tables I and II, along with the DOA-distributions of the geometric models calibrated to that empirical data-set. V. INSIGHTS FROM CALIBRATION A. Insights From the Unimodal Empirical Datasets For the uni-model datasets, the well-fitting models are “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside),” “Gaussian,” “uniform elliptical (Rx outside),” and (in only one case) “uniform elliptical (Rx inside).” In both the “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside)” and the “Gaussian” models, the scatterers become denser as they are closer to the transmitter. Indeed, for whichever empirical dataset well-fit by either the “Gaussian” model or the “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside)” model, the other model is also well-fitting for that data-set. In such well-fitting cases, the calibrated model , 0.15, for both of these parameters geometric models. (Please refer to Table III for all symbol-definitions in this section.) Moreover, such a range of values for implies that the receiver is far the “Gaussian” model’s



Fig. 12. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Matthews [1, Fig. 8].



from most scatterers, even though the “Gaussian” model has a nominally infinite spatial support region for the scatterers.
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Fig. 13. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Pedersen [13, Fig. 5].
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The well-fitting “uniform elliptical (Rx outside)” and the “uniform elliptical (Rx inside)” models have the model-param, i.e., the receiver is just marginally eter inside or marginally outside the ellipse. Moreover, it is on the ellipse’s longer axis that the receiver lies, showing that the “depth” is more important than the “breadth” (i.e., the azimuth-spread) of the scatterers’ spatial distribution between the transmitter and the receiver. Table V lists the azimuth-spreads of the arriving multipaths for the several empirical datasets that are well-fit by the “uniform elliptical (Rx outside)” geoin all those metric model. As the model-parameter of cases, the azimuth-spread approximately equals . Table V shows that the arriving multipaths’ azimuth-spread increases as the propagation environment setting moves from “rural” to “suburban” to “urban,” fitting the intuitive expectation that the more clustered environment will result in multipaths arriving from a wider azimuth-spread. Note that the “uniform elliptical (Rx outside)” model is the only unimodal geometric model with two degrees of freedom. The “Rx inside” models are not well-fitting, except for one “urban” case. This conforms to the intuitive expectations that the more urban is the propagation environment setting, the transmitter needs to be modeled as located more among the scatterers. Which of the four above-mentioned well-fitting models is best for performance-analysis of a communication system? Recall from Table III that both the “Gaussian” model and the “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside)” model have open-form expressions for the arriving multipaths’ DOA-distribution; however, Gaussianity may ease further mathematical analysis. As these two geometric models are comparable in their calibration-LSE, the “Gaussian” model may be preferred over the “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside)” model. If a closed-form DOA-distribution is required, the choice will be the “uniform elliptical (Rx outside)” geometric model. B. Insights From the Bimodal & Higher-Model Empirical Datasets For the five bimodal and trimodal empirical datasets in Table II, the best-fitting model is either the “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” model or the “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model.4 Both models have two degrees of freedom. These two models are in fact the only two geometric models with more than one peak in the DOA-distribution: the “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” model is trimodal, whereas the “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” model is bimodal. For the two tetramodal empirical data-sets, they are both best-fit by the “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” geometric model, which alone (among all geometric models) offers three peaks. Considering the three empirical datasets best-fit by the “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” geometric model. a. Two empirical datasets are “urban,” while one is “suburban.” This dove-tails with the intuitive expectation that a more clustered propagation-environment would more likely produce a non-unimodal DOA-distribution.



Fig. 14. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Pedersen [28, Fig. 14].



4The “uniform circular (Rx inside)” model comes in second for the one dataset from Kloch [34, Fig. 6]. There, the receiver at the street level surrounded by two-storey buildings.
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TABLE V COMPARING THE ARRIVING MULTIPATHS’ AZIMUTH-SPREADS FOR THE EMPIRICAL DATA-SETS WELL-FIT BY THE “UNIFORM ELLIPTICAL (RX OUTSIDE)” GEOMETRIC MODEL



Fig. 15. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Kloch [34, Fig. 6].



b. All calibrated “uniform pie-cut” models have a beamwidth under 45 . c. All calibrated “uniform pie-cut” models have the model, i.e., the receiver is at parameter or very close to the pie-cut rim. This suggests that the scatterers at the receiver’s backside are of only marginal importance. The “Gaussian” model, though best fitting for none of the five non-unimodal datasets in Table II, is at worst only roughly double the lowest LSE. The “Gaussian” model can thus offer modeling simplicity for an LSE still within about one third of an order-of-magnitude of the best fitting model. VI. CONCLUSION For the uni-modal datasets, the well-fitting geometric models are mainly “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside),” “Gaussian,” and “uniform elliptical (Rx outside).” The “Gaussian” model may be preferred over the “Rayleigh circular (Rx outside)” model, because Gaussianity may ease further mathematical analysis of a communication system’s performance. If a closed-form DOAdistribution is required, the choice will be the “uniform elliptical (Rx outside)” geometric model. The non-uni-modal empirical datasets are best-fit by the “uniform pie-cut (Rx inside)” geometric model or the “uniform hollow-disc (Rx outside)” geometric model, which have three and two peaks, respectively. Though no one geometric model is best by all criteria and for all environments, a safe choice is the “Gaussian” model, with a Gaussian density of scatterers centered at the transmitter. Despite this model’s simplicity with only one degree of freedom, it is always either the best fitting model or offers an LSE within one third of an order-of-magnitude as the best fitting model—The only other model that offers such robust fitting is the “Rayleigh” model with two degrees of freedom. ACKNOWLEDGMENT



Fig. 16. Curve-fitting various geometric model to the empirical data in Eggers [43, Fig. 6].



This paper categorically expands (and substantially corrects) M. Abdulla’s M.A.Sc. thesis, submitted in April 2005 to the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada.
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